We report a rst result on the cosmic ray energy spectrum above 3 10 18 eV measured by the Akeno Giant Air Shower Array (AGASA) from July 1990 to February 1994. The analysis method and the energy resolution of the AGASA experiment are described in some detail. The attening of the spectrum around 10 19 eV (ankle) is observed with a signi cance of 2.9 . If we express the di erential energy spectrum of cosmic rays of energy E (in eV) with an ankle energy E a as J(E) = (E=E a ) ? m ?2 sec ?1 sr ?1 eV ?1 , for 10 18:5 eV E E a is in good agreement with that from the previous experiment and is 3.2 0.1. The slope above E a depends strongly on the value E a . For the case E a =10 19 eV, = (2:3 +0:1 ?0:2 ) 10 ?33 and =2.3 +0:5 ?0:3 for 10 19 eV E 10 20 eV. If E a =10 18:8 eV, then = (1:0 0:1) 10 ?32 and =2.7 +0:2 ?0:4 for 10 18:8 eV E 10 20 eV, after correcting for both the statistical error and the energy resolution of the present experiment. If we interpret the present results assuming an extragalactic origin for cosmic rays above 10 19 eV, the observed data is consistent with either a homogeneous and isotropic distribution of sources or with localized sources at redshift of greater than 0:1. A (1.7 2.6) 10 20 eV event was observed on December 3, 1993 from the direction of l=131 and b=-41 . This shower energy is a factor 3 larger than the second highest energy event.
1.INTRODUCTION
The origin of the most energetic cosmic rays extending over 10 20 eV is of great astrophysical interest. If these are of extragalactic origin, modications in the energy spectrum as a result of the interaction between the cosmic ray nucleons or nuclei and the 2:7 K black body photons should yield important information about their origin [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . In spite of considerable efforts for more than 30 years on spectrum measurements at Volcano In order to study the highest energy cosmic rays, we constructed a very large surface array covering an area of about 100 km 2 area, called the Akeno Giant Air Shower Array (AGASA), about 130km west of Tokyo. 95 percent of the surface detectors have been operated since the spring of March 1991 and full operation started on April 1993. The aperture for collecting the highest energy cosmic rays is the largest in the world at present and event statistics are expected to be signi cantly improved in the near future. In this paper, we describe the analysis method of the AGASA experiment in some detail and a rst result on the energy spectrum of cosmic rays with energies beyond 3 10 18 eV measured by the AGASA from July 1990 to February 1994. In this analysis, events of good quality are selected by requiring that they hit well inside the array boundary with zenith angles less than 45 . In Section 2, we brie y describe the experimental apparatus of the AGASA. The details of the array have been described in our earlier paper 11]. Shower analysis procedures and resultant energy resolutions are also presented. In Section 3, we present the observational results on the energy spectrum. The spectral slope of the primary cosmic ray spectrum is estimated using Monte Carlo simulations which take into account the energy resolution. Some discussion of our results is presented in Section 4. We compare our data with those of other experiments and discuss the signi cance of the spectrum structures. Assuming the cosmic rays above 10 19 eV to be extragalactic in origin, we compare our results with calculations on their propagation in intergalactic space by Yoshida and Teshima 6] and examine the implications. The conclusions are summarized in section 5.
2.EXPERIMENTS
In the AGASA, 111 density detectors are arranged with inter-detector separation of about 1 km and they are sequentially connected by a pair Each surface detector consists of plastic scintillators of 2:2 m 2 area, which are viewed by a 125 mm diameter Hamamatsu R1512 photomultiplier tube (PMT). To measure muons associated with giant air showers, shielded proportional counters are deployed at 27 positions of the 111 surface detectors. The absorber shield consists of either a thick iron plate and a thin lead plate or concrete. The threshold energy of muons is about 0:5 GeV. The AGASA is divided into 4 branches, the \Akeno Branch (AB)", the \Sudama Branch (SB)", the \Takane Branch (TB)", and the \Nagasaka Branch (NB)". A data processing and storing station, called a \Branch Center", is placed at the center of each of the four branches. A new data acquisition system has been developed and installed for the AGASA which makes it possible to control and operate all detectors through a set of commands transmitted from the central computer.
2.1 The Data Acquisition System The data acquisition system has been developed for processing data to and from all the surface detectors with a exible response to seasonal changes of temperature, variations of gain in the ampli ers and movement Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the optical ber network for the whole system. The system consists of the detector control unit (DCU) for service of each detector, the line control unit (LCU) for managing each string from the branch center and the branch control unit (BCU) which controls all the data ow at the branch center. The BCU is managed by a MOTOROLA 68030 microprocessor running under the VxWorks operating system. The operation procedures are managed and monitored by the Sun SPARC through an optical ethernetwork of 10Mbps.
The operation procedure for a single RUN is the following: First, the BCU in each branch center examines the connection status for all DCUs through the LCU and lists the on-line detectors and sets the high-voltage of each detector. Next, propagation times from each detector to the BCU are measured and delay times from all BCUs are adjusted to be the same for triggering. Then the data acquisition starts. The signals from the ampli er in each detector are recorded immediately in the cyclic memory of each DCU. At the same time, each DCU sends a signal to the BCU every 3.2 sec to inform it whether the detector was hit by particles or not. The BCU judges coincidence conditions with this information from all DCUs.
A trigger is generated whenever more than ve fold coincidence occurs among neighboring detectors within a gate width of 25.6 sec after adjusting the propagation time in optical bers and modules from all detectors to be the same. To reduce the accidental coincidences, the trigger judgement is done through a comparison of the pattern of hit-detectors with those stored in the BCU. About 900 expected patterns with combination of ve detectors are selected in each branch by the Monte Carlo simulation. When a trigger is generated, each DCU stops data acquisition and searches for the corresponding data in the cyclic memory within 60 sec before and after the coincidence time. The LCU then demands the selected data from the DCUs. After the receipt of data from all the DCUs on its string, the data is transferred to the BCU. All the data received in the BCU are stored on the hard disk under the control of the Sun SPARC through the packet communication with the VxWorks operating system. After 1000 events have been collected, the BCU stops the data acquisition and collects the calibration data such as the counting rate of each detector per minute.
The trigger rate in each branch is about 50 events per hour and hence about 200 per hour in total. Each RUN continues for about 20 hours. 90% of all data are background events recorded by accidental coincidence.
2.2 Density Measurements The anode signal of PMT is shaped to an exponential form with a decay constant of 10 sec which is then discriminated to give a square pulse. The width of this pulse is proportional to the logarithm of the number of particles incident over the detector. The resultant dynamic range is 0.2 5 10 4 particles.
The absolute gain is adjusted to make a peak of the pulse width spectrum shown in gure 3 to be 10 sec. This spectrum is monitored and stored by the data acquisition system in each RUN. The peak channel of the spectrum which relates to a \single particle" is determined in every RUN and is used to calibrate the overall gain. An example of a daily variation of the peak channel of a typical detector is shown in gure 4.
2.3 Method of Primary Energy Estimation We observe cosmic rays through giant air showers (GAS) initiated by the cosmic ray primaries. The surface detectors sample the local particle densities in the GAS as a function of distance from the shower core. An 
where S 0 (600) is the S(600) for a shower of vertical incidence. Since this value S 0 (600) attenuates with zenith angle, we need to correct the observed S (600) at zenith angle to S 0 (600) at the vertical by the observed attenuation length. This curve is obtained as (Yoshida et 
where X 0 is 920 gcm ?2 , the atmospheric depth at Akeno. We use this relation up to the highest energies in the present analysis. Therefore, in this experiment it is most important to determine S (600) from the observed lateral distribution of particle densities.
Shower Analysis Procedure
Our shower analysis procedure is based on an iterative process to nd an arrival direction of a primary cosmic ray and to search for its core position and S (600).
First, we assume that an initial core is located at the center of gravity in the density distribution of an observed event. Then we search for an arrival direction (zenith , azimuth ) to minimize the function, 2 
Here T i is the arrival time of particles in the ith detector, z 0 i is its z 0 value in a coordinate system in which the z 0 axis is along the shower axis ( ; ), c is the speed of light, and is a constant value. T d and T are the delay time of the rst particle observed by each detector from the plane shower front and its uctuation of shower particles around the average. These values were determined in the earlier analysis 17] and decrease with the number of incident particles as where R is the distance in m from the shower axis. The whole sky is divided into grids with a spacing of 0:2 and we search for the grid point to minimize 2 value given by Eq. (3). Then all the detector locations are transformed to those on a plane normal to the determined arrival direction. Observed particle densities are tted to an empirical formula for the lateral distribution function (referred to as LDF hereafter) to search for the location of the shower core in the plane. The LDF used in the present analysis is given by: where obs;i is the observed particle density in the ith detector and LDF is the particle density predicted from the LDF. is the uctuation of particle densities due to statistics, resolution of the detector, and uncertainty in the core position determination. This was determined by the previous analysis 18]. These processes to search for the arrival direction and the core location are repeated 4 times to give the most probable values. Then the particle density at 600 m from the core, S (600), is calculated using the best estimated core position and the LDF. The estimated S (600) is transformed to the equivalent value in the vertical direction, S 0 (600), using the attenuation curve expressed by Eq.(2). Finally S 0 (600) is converted to an energy for the primary cosmic ray using Eq.(1).
Energy Resolution and Systematic Errors
We discuss the AGASA energy resolution and systematic errors before presenting the observed energy spectrum. The energy resolution corresponds to S(600) resolution in our experiment. The accuracy of the S(600) estimation depends on uctuations in the shower cascade development in the atmosphere, the resolution of the scintillation detector, statistical uctuation of observed particles at each surface detector. Fluctuations of S(600) due to the cascade development have been studied in detail by the Monte Carlo method 15]. It depends on the shower zenith angle, 15% for vertical showers and 40% at = 45 for EAS of energies of 10 18 eV. The FWHM (full width at half maximum) of the scintillation detector is 80% for a vertically incident particle on the scintillator 18]. This means our detector resolution is 25% in case of 10 particles passing over the detector.
We simulated arti cial showers taking these uctuations into account in order to derive the AGASA energy resolution. The events simulated were analyzed by the same procedure described in the previous subsection and comparison between input energies and analyzed ones gives the resolution of our S(600) estimation. Figure 6 shows the uctuation of the S(600) determination obtained from the Monte Carlo simulation for four S(600) input values. In gure 7 is presented the energy dependence of these S(600) resolutions. One can see that the larger the zenith angle, the poorer the resolution becomes, because of the increasing importance of uctuations in cascade development and the decreasing e ective scintillator size. The S(600) is determined within an accuracy of about 30% for events with E 10 19 eV and sec 1:4.
Energy uncertainty arises also from systematic errors in the calibration of each detector, uncertainties in the shape of the LDF, uncertainties in the attenuation curve of S(600), and energy conversion from the S(600) parameter. Uncertainty in the calibration of each detector is mainly caused by the daily variance of gain and decay constant of the exponential pulse. The gain has been determined within an accuracy of 50 n sec in every RUN by monitoring the pulse width spectrum as shown in gure 4. Since the decay constant of the pulse is 10 sec, systematic error due to the gain uncertainty is about 0:5%. The decay constant in the exponential pulse shape also changes due to seasonal changes of temperature. We estimated the variance of the decay constant from changes in the slope of the pulse width spectrum to conclude that the seasonal variance is within 1%. This could cause systematic errors of 2% for 10 particles and 5% for 100 particles per detector.
The probable systematic errors due to limited accuracy in the determination of in the LDF have been discussed in our recent paper 16]. We tted the observed GAS events to the LDF with varying within its determination errors to nd that the systematic deviation in S(600) due to the uncertainty in the LDF is 5% for near vertical showers, 10% for showers with sec = 1:4, and 20% for showers with sec = 1:6. In the same paper, systematic errors due to the attenuation curve of S(600) have been also discussed. The limited accuracy of the attenuation curve represented by Eq.(2) causes uncertainty in the estimated value of S 0 (600) after conversion from S (600). The probable systematic uncertainty in energy estimation due to both the uncertainty in the LDF and the attenuation curve have been estimated to be no more than 10% (for sec = 1:1) and 20% (for sec = 1:4), even if both the systematic errors shift the estimated energy in the same direction.
According to the simulation by Dai et al. 15] , the uncertainties in the energy conversion relation given by Eq.(1) described before is irrespective of the primary composition and interaction models. The systematic error rather depends on the lateral distribution of electrons (LDE) used in the simulation, where the analytical LDE function is applied to each electron after its generation in the shower development. Details of the LDE and the value for the radiation length at the observation level are di er in various calculations. In Dai et al. the lateral distribution function was chosen by comparing simulation results with the experiment around 10 17 eV up to 1000m from the core. Since electromagnetic cascades may be scalable to the highest energy, systematic errors in the energy conversion relation given by Eq.(1) may not be signi cant. The Yakutsk group is trying to deter-mine the S(600) to energy conversion relation experimentally 13]. They are measuring energies carried by electromagnetic components and muons (neutrinos), not only on the surface and underground, but also in the atmosphere through Cerenkov light emission measurements. The conversion relation determined from the Yakutsk experiment is 15% larger than our relation based on simulations.
3.RESULTS
In this section are presented our observational results on the energy spectrum of cosmic rays. In order to determine the primary spectrum with as much precision as possible, some cuts on the data have been introduced. First we discuss the criteria for selection of the observed showers and the collecting area of our array. Then the observed energy spectrum is presented. The spectral shape and absolute ux of the cosmic ray primaries are estimated from the observed spectrum using the maximum likelihood method with Monte Carlo simulation, taking into account the AGASA energy resolution described in the previous section.
3.1 The Shower Selection and Collecting area In order to measure the spectral shape as precisely as possible, we have used only those showers which have density information from more than 6 detectors, whose cores are located well within the boundary of each branch of the array, and whose zenith angles satisfy sec 1:4, because inclined showers are reconstructed with poorer resolution and larger systematic errors as described in the previous section. Then we set the discrimination at a certain value of the likelihood function in the density tting represented by Eq. (7) to cut the poorly tted data. All these procedures result in energy resolution better than +65% ?40% for E 3 10 18 eV and +28%
?32% for E 2 10 19 eV. Finally we excluded all showers recorded in RUNs where operating conditions were not stable due to the failure of network communication or other causes.
To estimate the collecting area of each branch in the present experiment, a large number of arti cial showers were simulated over a larger area than the branch area with directions sampled from an isotropic distribution. These were analyzed by the shower analysis procedure using the criteria described above. By multiplying the resultant collecting area and the observation time primary energy in the lower energy region, which causes larger systematic errors in deriving the spectrum. In this report we present the spectrum only above 3 10 18 eV to avoid this di culty. 3.2 Observed Energy Spectrum The energy spectrum observed by the AGASA is presented by closed circles in gure 9, multiplied by E 3 in order to emphasize details of the steeply falling spectrum. The error bars represent the Poissonian upper and lower limits at 84%. It is seen that there is a change of slope in the spectrum around 10 19 eV (ankle). The AGASA spectral slope below this energy is consistent with that obtained from the 1 km 2 array, which has less systematic error than the AGASA in determining the slope because of the uniform detection e ciency between 10 17 eV and 10 19 eV 10]. The signi cance of the ankle will be discussed in the next subsection.
The most energetic event measured by the AGASA was detected on December 3, 1993. The estimated energy is (1.7 2.6) 10 20 eV. The energy of the next largest one is 6.7 10 19 eV, and there are no events between them. 90%C.L. upper limits are shown by arrows in the gure. Details of the largest event will be described in 3.4.
3.3 The Most Probable Primary Energy Spectrum The spectrum presented in gure 9 has been derived from a limited number of events with limited accuracy in energy determination. It is nec- essary to take into account both the statistical error and the determination error in order to derive the real primary spectrum from the observed one. We use a Monte Carlo method to sample the number of events expected in each energy bin for a given primary energy spectrum and compare with the observed data. The procedures of this simulation, which we call the \spectrum Monte Carlo" hereafter, are described in the Appendix.
J(E) E
For an expected number of events in the ith energy bin, i , the probability of observed events (N obs;i ) in that bin is assumed be the Poisson probability P ( 
First, we examine whether the observed spectrum can be represented by a single power law spectrum. From the measurements by the Akeno 1km 2 array, we have determined the spectral slope above 10 17:8 eV to be 3.2 0.1 10]. This result is consistent with the present AGASA results in the region below 10 19 eV. In the overall energy region including energies above 10 19 eV, the likelihood signi cance of the single power law spectrum E ?3:2 is evaluated by Eq.(9) and is 1:75 10 ?2 . The expected number of events above 10 18:5 eV in each bin are listed in Table 1 , together with the observed ones. The total number of events above 10 19 eV estimated by the spectrum Monte Carlo is 72.3, while 97 events have been observed. Hence the signi cance of the attening above 10 19 eV, or an ankle around 10 19 eV, is 2.9 .
Next, we examine the primary energy spectrum with a combination of E a E (10) The slope in the lower energy region, 0 , is xed to 3.2 which has been determined by the Akeno 1km 2 array. We search for the most probable values for ; E a ; 1 using the spectrum Monte Carlo and the likelihood test given by Eqs. (8) and (9) with data points below 10 20 eV. The slope 1 depends on E a and the results are listed in Table 2 . The likelihood signi cance for each trial spectrum below 10 19:9 eV is also listed in Table 2 . This value is calculated using Eq.(9) and a larger value means better matching between the trial spectrum and the data. Though the likelihood signi cance is largest for E a = 10 19 eV, the di erences among the E a 's are not large enough for con dent discrimination.
The probable primary spectrum for E a =10 19 Listed in Table 1 are the number of events observed and expected from both Eq. (11) and Eq.(11 0 ). For these two cases, the most probable primary spectrum and expected values in each bin under the energy resolution of the present experiment are compared with experimental results in gure 10. In the same gure, the case of a single slope 3.2 up to the highest energy is also compared. Solid, dashed and dotted lines are input spectra, and open squares, crosses and shaded circles are corresponding simulated values from the spectrum Monte Carlo. Energy determination errors cause the observed uxes to exceed the true uxes. The expected number of events in the highest energy region depends strongly on the assumed slope of the spectrum above the ankle. In Table 2 are listed the number of events above 10 19:9 eV expected from extrapolating the primary energy spectra with di erent power indexes. Also listed for each case is the Poisson probability for observing no more than 1 event above this energy.
3.4 The Highest Energy Event The highest energy event in the data set described in subsection 3.1 is shown in Fig.11 . The parameters of this event are listed in Table 3 . Figure 11 (right) shows a map of the particle density distribution at each detector position and (left) their lateral distribution. Since the core position is located almost at the center of the Akeno branch and its arrival direction is near vertical, the systematic error in the estimation of S(600) described in Section 2.5 is quite small. The determined S(600) at the zenith angle 23 of this event is 892 m ?2 . To estimate its uncertainty, we simulated many Monte Carlo events using the assumed systematic and statistical errors described in section 2.5. The uctuation of S 23 (600) for this event is shown in gure 12. The uncertainty in S 23 (600) is +21% and -6.6%. If we convert this density to the vertical S 0 (600) using the attenuation relation of Eq.(2) determined in the 10 19 eV region, then S 0 (600) = 1065 m ?2 . If this shower is at maximum shower development, the observed S 23 (600) may not be attenuated and hence S 0 (600) is nearly equal to S 23 (600). Therefore S 0 (600) should be in the range (892 1065) +21% ?6:6% = (833 1289) m ?2 . The observed muon densities are also plotted in Figure 11 
where r = R=R 0 , 0.6, C is the normalization constant, and N is the total number of muons. The characteristic distance R 0 is given by log R 0 = 0:58(sec ? 1) + 2:39:
The muon LDF curve written in Figure 11 (left) is the best tted one to the data above 1000m from the core. The muon density at 600m from the core estimated from this curve is 42.8/m 2 , which agrees well with (30.9 9)/m 2 obtained by extrapolation from the lower energy region.
The distribution of arrival times of shower particles in this event was measured with scintillation detectors of 30m 2 area at 1920m from the core. The signal was recorded by a wave memory of 50nsec resolution 20]. The time spread of shower particles agrees with the expected spread based on extrapolation from lower energies.
These experiments may support validity of Eq.(1) up to S(600) 10 3 . By extrapolating the S(600) vs energy relation given by Eq.(1) up to S(600) 10 3 , the energy of the present event is estimated to be (1.7 2.6) 10 20 eV. Details of this event are described in a separate paper 21]. The AGASA spectrum shown in gure 13 and the recent results of the Fly's Eye 9], the Haverah Park 8] and the Yakutsk 22] groups show general similarities in the spectral shape, although there are disagreements in the intensity and the energy of the ankle. These discrepancies can result from di erences in energy resolution and systematic errors in primary energy estimation among the di erent experiments. Considering the di erences in detection methods and energy estimation methods, the spectral discrepancies are rather small. Table 4 lists the spectral slope in the attening region, ankle energy and the number of events above 10 20 eV observed and expected for each experiment. The attening above around 10 19 eV can be seen in each experiment and the slopes above ankle energy are about 2.7, in good agreement with each other. For AGASA, however, it should be noted that a at slope such as 2.3 can also be accepted with a similar signi cance if we move the ankle energy. The situation is similar for the other experiments, so the ankle energy and the slope above the ankle energy are considered to be uncertain in each experiment.
The cuto above 10 20 eV seems to have been observed in the Fly's Eye and Yakutsk experiments, but not in the Haverah Park one. Our result favors the existence of a cuto , but is not statistically signi cant. If we combine all the data observed in di erent groups without any energy renormalization, the number of events observed is 7 while 22 events would be expected, and hence the evidence for a cuto seems to be quite signi cant. In gure 14, energy spectra are plotted after normalizing the Haverah Park, the Yakutsk and the present observed spectrum to the stereo Fly's Eye. Multiplication factors for energy in each experiment are 0.9, 0.8 and 0.8, respectively. Since the exposures of four experiments are rather similar, geometrical averages of the four experiments are calculated in each bin and plotted by large open circles in the same gure. It is found that spectral shape of all experiments agree with each other within 30% in energy and the ankle is clearly observed around 10 18:9 eV. A cuto in the energy spectrum is also observed around 10 19:6 eV.
It would be more conclusive, if the cuto could be determined with one experiment. We used in this analysis only showers whose cores hit well inside the boundary of each branch. There are about the same number of showers which hit between the branches, and hence we shall be able to determine the spectrum corresponding to the large open circles by our experiment alone with data up to the end of 1995. 10 19 eV. The attening could result from dominance of the extragalactic cosmic rays over galactic ones and the spectrum cut-o might be the GreisenZatsepin-Ku zmin cuto (GZK cuto ) due to the energy loss in the 2.7K photon eld. We compare the present results with the expected spectra from models of source locations taking into account the AGASA energy resolution. The expected spectra are based on the calculation of the earlier paper 6], and an extragalactic component with an injection spectrum power index of -2.3 is assumed to dominate the galactic component above 10 19 eV. Figure 15 compares the spectrum with expected spectra for extragalactic origin models, a single source at di erent distances (redshift z) and also the case of many sources distributed uniformly in the universe. A model of many sources distributed uniformly in the Universe is in good agreement with the present experiment. For the case of a single source, the present result is best tted to a source at redshift of larger than 0:1 (450Mpc if the Hubble constant is 75km s ?1 Mpc ?1 ). If nearby sources in the Virgo Cluster of galaxies (redshift 4 10 ?3 or 18Mpc -) or other clusters are responsible for the bulk of the highest energy cosmic rays and their energy spectrum extends much beyond 10 20 eV, 5.6 events with energies above 10 19:9 eV are expected to be observed, while no event has been observed except for the largest energy event whose arrival direction is quite di erent from the Virgo Cluster of galaxies.
The observed (1.7 2.6) 10 20 eV event seems inconsistent with the model described above because energy loss in intergalactic space should suppress such a high energy particles. A factor of three energy gap between the highest and the second highest energy event (6:7 10 19 eV) suggests a quite di erent origin of the superhigh energy event from those below 10 20 eV. The Fly's Eye group also observed a superhigh energy event with 3 10 20 eV and there is more than a half-decade energy gap between the highest and the second highest event 9]. These superhigh energy events well beyond 10 20 eV should stimulate the construction of the new generation of experiments with exposure more than an order of magnitude larger than those in operation.
5.SUMMARY
The cosmic ray energy spectrum above 3 10 18 eV is determined. The attening of the spectrum around 10 19 eV (ankle) is observed with a signicance of 2.9 . If we express the di erential energy spectrum of cosmic rays of energy E (in eV) with an ankle energy E a as J(E) = (E=E a ) ? m ?2 sec ?1 sr ?1 eV ?1 , for 3 10 18 eV E E a is in good agreement with the previous value 3.2 0.1. The slope above E a depends strongly on the value E a . In the case E a =10 19 The number of events above 10 19:9 eV expected from extrapolating the estimated primary spectrum beyond 10 20 eV is 3 7 while one event has been observed with energy of (1.7 2.6) 10 20 eV. Assuming an extragalactic origin for cosmic rays above 10 19 eV, localized sources at the redshift of greater than 0:1 or many sources distributed uniformly in the Universe are acceptable within the scope of models considered. These possibilities will be discussed in another paper in relation to their arrival direction distribution. The existence of the (1.7 2.6) 10 20 eV particle suggests an origin at a nearby source, but its interpretation requires additional events.
Appendix A. The Spectrum Monte Carlo
In order to derive the expected number of events in each energy bin for a given primary energy spectrum, we used the Monte Carlo simulation named the \spectrum Monte Carlo" taking into account both statistical uctuation and energy determination error. The procedures in the simulation are the followings: For a given primary energy spectrum, dJ=dE, the expected total number of events above E i is calculated by N exp = ln 10 1 Z log E i dJ dE A(log E)Ed(log E);
(A ? 1) where A(log E) is the exposure of the array as a function of primary energy.
We then decide the total number of events N tot for a particular run by sampling from the Gaussian distribution with an mean value N exp . For each event of N tot , the primary energy is assigned in sequence by sampling the probability distribution, where the proportion of having its energy below E is given by R(E) = ln 10 N exp log E Z log E i dJ dE A(log E)Ed(log E): (A ? 2) Then the zenith angle of each event is assinged by sampling in the similar zenith angle distribution of the observed data. Assigned zenith angle and primary energy give S (600) for each event. The S (600) corresponding to the expected one for an assigned and E is determined by sampling from the uctuation distribution as shown in Figure 6 which includes the determination error. After assigning S (600) to total N tot events and converting them to energy by Eq.(1) and Eq.(2), the energy spectrum for one run with the same exposure as in the experiment is determined. Many trials of these procedures give the most probable number of events for a given primary energy spectrum. We have con rmed that the distribution of number of events in each energy bin is expressed in conformity to the Poissonian.
